Lamps with
timers

Naturebright L6060 Per2 Led: Recommended
by research group, $50-90.
Philips Morning Wake-Up Light HF3500,
HF3510, HF3520: Recommended by the
National Sleep Foundation, $97.
Lumie Bodyclock: Used in research, $225.

Timers for
existing
lamps

These work with your existing lamp, but
require incandescent bulbs:
LightenUp, windhovermfg.com, $20-40.
SunRise Controller BioBrite, $40-50

Smart bulbs

These can be programmed to turn on
gradually through a smart phone, e.g. Phillips
Hue $200.

Apps

These are low-cost and portable. They may
help but probably aren’t bright enough to
treat depression. Make sure to get one that
turns on gradually, e.g. Rise & Shine,
Lichtwecker.

moodtreatmentcenter.com/moodmusic.pdf

Brisk Awakening, a technique to reduce depression
moodtreatmentcenter.com/briskawakening.pdf
Blue light filters for insomnia and depression
moodtreatmentcenter.com/bluelight.pdf

 Chris Aiken, MD, adapted from
Bipolar, Not So Much
(Aiken & Phelps, WW Norton, 2017)

Clocky, Tocky, Blowfly

These alarm clocks run or fly away
as they sound off, requiring you to
get up and chase them down.

Smart Alarm Mat

An alarm that only turns off when
you get out of bed and stand on a
mat.

Shape Up Dumbell
Alarm Clock

A dumbell-shaped alarm that will
get you moving. It only shuts off
after you’ve completed 30 curls.

IQ Alarm by Yanko

Requires you to answer a few brain
teasers before shutting the alarm
off.

Smiley Alarm

Start your day with a smile. This
app uses facial recognition
software and only turns off the
alarm if you smile. Research shows
that the act of smiling actually lifts
mood, even when the smile is fake.

Sleep If U Can, Alarmy,
Morning Routine

These apps require you to get up
and scan or photograph objects in
your house before their alarm
shuts off.

Alarm Clock Xtreme,
Mathe Alarm Clock,
Puzzle Alarm

These app make you solve puzzles
or math problems before turning
off.

Wake N Shake

An app that only shuts off the
alarm when you vigorously shake
the phone.

